English

Delta de l’Ebre 6+

2-5

players

15-20

minutes

Join the BioBlitz at the Delta de l’Ebre
Natural Park and discover the fascinating
biodiversity within its habitats.
Take part in the citizen science adventure for
a surveying challenge to find and identify
as many species of wild flora and fauna as
possible in your habitat.
Contents
56 cards (51 species + 5 habitats)
+ game rules

Preparation
1. Each player chooses a habitat card at random and places it
facing up in front of him/her. The habitats that have not been
chosen are removed.
2. All the species cards are shuffled, and four cards are dealt to each
player.
3. The remaining cards are left in a pile facing down in the centre of
the table.
4. During the game, discarded cards will be left face up and in order
in another pile next to the stock.
Objective of the game
The first player to collect seven species in their habitat will win.
Game development
1. The active player must play a card from his/her hand. There are
three options:
a. Placing a species card that corresponds to the player’s habitat
card next to it. Please note the species card must have the same
background colour as the habitat (it can either be the whole of the
background or only half of it).
b. Playing the Turn action of a hand card (see the “Turn actions”
section). Once the Turn action has been used, this card is then
discarded. The actions of the cards that are in the player’s habitat
cannot be used.
c. Discarding a card.
2. At the end of each turn, all players must draw enough cards from
the top of the stock pile to make sure they have a total of four cards in
their hand again. The player who has finished the turn starts drawing
first and then the rest continue doing so starting from the player on
his/her right. The turn passes to the next player on the right.
3. All players can play Instant actions at any time, even if it is not their
turn. Those cards will not count as cards played in their turn.
4. The game ends when a player manages to collect seven species
in his/her habitat.
5. If the cards in the stock pile run out, all discarded cards except
the last one are shuffled and a new stack for drawing is formed.

Turn actions
Amphibians, reptiles and mammals
Pick a card from an opponent’s habitat and place
it in your hand.
Birds
You can ask an opponent to show you his/her
cards. You can then steal one of them and put it
in your hand.
Invertebrates
Draw the top two cards from the stock pile,
discard one and play the other (put the species in
your habitat, play the action, or discard it).
Instant actions
Plants
Should you have two plant cards in your hand,
you can discard both of them to cancel an
opponent’s action.
Fishes
Shout “fish!” and swap a fish card from your hand
for the top card from the discarded pile.

Conservation status
protected species
least concern
endangered

not evaluated
VU vulnerable
critically endangered
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